Characterization and role of PGK from Litopenaeus vannamei in WSSV infection.
Phosphoglycerate kinase (EC 2.7.2.3, PGK) catalyses the reversible transfer of a phosphate group from 1,3-diphosphoglyceric acid and ADP to produce 3-phosphoglyceric acid and ATP, which represents the initial production of ATP during glycolysis; therefore, PGK is a key enzyme in the energy metabolism. To study the role of PGK in the resistance to WSSV infection in shrimp, the full-length cDNA of the PGK gene (LvPGK) from Litopenaeus vannamei was obtained by using homology cloning and RACE amplification. The tissue distribution of LvPGK and its expression changes in the main immune tissues after WSSV stimulation were obtained by quantitative real-time PCR. Furthermore, RNA interference (RNAi) was used to study the role of LvPGK in shrimp defending against WSSV infection. The results showed that the full-length cDNA sequence of LvPGK was 1855 bp, contained a 1248 bp open reading frame (ORF) encoding 415 amino acids, and included a conserved PGK domain. LvPGK presented ubiquitous expression in most examined tissues, with the most predominant expression in the muscle and the weakest expression in the intestine. LvPGK transcripts could be induced in the hemocytes and hepatopancreas by injection with WSSV. Both the replication of WSSV and the shrimp cumulative mortality decreased significantly after LvPGK knockdown (P < 0.01). After challenging LvPGK RNAi shrimp with WSSV, the concentration of glucose in the hepatopancreas and muscle tissue did not show significant change; however, the content of pyruvate and lactate decreased significantly (P < 0.05). Moreover, significant decreases in the expression levels of crustin, ALF1, ALF2 and ALF3 were also detected. The results suggested that LvPGK might be involved in WSSV replication by increasing host aerobic and anaerobic metabolism.